I. INTRODUCTION
The Riccati equation has become increasingly important in many branches of applied mathematics. The self-adjoint Riccati equation arising in optimal control and estimation theory has received particular attention [I] . [2] . In this correspondence. we consider the most general (not necessarily self-adjoint) matrix Riccati equation and study a decomposition of its solution as the product of two matrix factors. Decompositions of this nature were known in mathematics for a long time [3] . The special feature of our decomposition is that the first matrix factor can be determined independent of the second one. This decoupling helps one to solve the Riccati equation numerically in two simple steps. The general matrix hccati equation stuhed here appears, among other fields. in the linearquadratic differential games [4] .
andnz'=rankG(s), {n,:~~.n,,)=list I,.
Since G ( s ) = B ; ' ( s ) h ( s ) B ; ' ( s ) where B ; l ( s )
and B:l(s) are bicausal matrices. the infinite structure of G ( s ) is the same as the infinite structure of A(s) [8] . From Definition 5 it follows that the n,'s are the infinite zero orders in the classical sense.
This statement extends the result of [20] to the noninvertible case.
V. CONCLUDING REMARK
Structural properties of irreducible systems are discussed in [21] . We show that for irreducible systems the state space may be decomposed into a direct sum of almost controllability subspaces. whose C-images decompose the output space in a special way. The dimensions of these subspaces are the infinite zeros orders.
DECOUPLED DECOMPOSITION OF RICCATI EQUATIONS
We consider the general matrix hccati equation
whereL(r)ER'"-r)Y'. l~r c 1 t a n d~, . i . j = l . 2 a r e a r b i t r a r~i m a t r i c e s and represent a partition of the R X n coefficient matrix 239-248. 1980 I. C Wdlems. "Almost invariant subspaces: An approach to high gain feedback-Pan associated with (2.1). We assume that F is continuous in t for r P to.
Let Q l ( t . s) and Q2( t. s ) be the transition matrices corresponding to the dynamical systems .f = Fll( r ) x and f = F2,(t).x, respectively. Then we have the folloming . In fact, in the case when a( t ) has an inverse for all t in [ t o . TI, we have the decomposition and we know that
$ ( r ) = K ( r )~i ( r , r o ) +~' , M ( r , s ) F i , ( s ) # ( s ) d s
L ( r ) = $ ( r )~( t ) -l @ l ( f O ' t ) .(2.
I J ; ( t ) = -F~; # ( t ) + F * l a i ( t ) , $(to)=Lo>O. (3.4)

Suppose that a ( t ) is not invertible at a point t* in ( t o , T ]
; that is, det T( t*) = 0. Then det aI( t') = 0 and there exists a vector 6 such that a,( t * ) [ = 0, (3.5)
implying that
['al(t*)'$(r*)[=o. (3.5)'
On the other hand, (3.3) and (3.4) give US 
~[~~T l ( f ) V ( t ) [ 1 =~' $ (~) '~i 2 # (~)~+~'~1 (~) '~? ,~1 (~)~~
where " ( t ) = Fllrl(r)+ F 1 2 $ ( r ) . rl(rO) = I (3.9)
b ( r ) = -F~, , + ( r ) + F z l s 1 ( r ) . $ ( t o ) = L o .
(3.10) This is. of course, the well-known classical decomposition of Riccati equation (see [3] . for example). The decomposition obtained in this paper basically decouples + ( I ) from rl( t ) . enabling one to solve L ( r ) numerically in two stages: first obtain I$( r ) and then use this to obtain rl(r).
There is another interesting feature of this decoupling.
r ) satisfies a
Volterra integral equation which always admits a unique solution and the obvious iteration
$ ' " " ) ( t ) = K ( r ) Q l ( r . t o ) -~l r~( t . s )~l , ( s )~c~l ) ( s ) d s (3.11)
I o converges geometrically fast to that solution. Finally, we remark that invertibility of a( t ) in the special case F;? = F 1 2 > 0. E , = F21 2 0. F& = -Fl I can be established indirectly by looking at the LQ-control problem (see [5] for details).
IV. CONCLUSION
We have obtained a decomposition of the solution of a general matrix Riccati equation as the product of hvo matrix factors \vhere the first one can be determined independent of the second one. Furthermore, the first factor is the solution of a Volterra integral equation. Connection between matrix hccati equation and Fredholm integral equation was observed already in [6] . Our result. however. is different and uses existence results of the solution of Volterra integral equations. Schwarz further showed that the numbers of positive and negative terms in a certain sequence formed out of the elements of S give complete information on the location of eigenvalues of A inside a given half-plane (see also [?I). The problem of counting the eigenvalues of a matrix inside a half-plane is knoLvn as the inertia problem. The inertia of a matrix A , In ( 4 ) = (a( .4). P( .4). 6( . A ) ) is an integer triple of the numbers of eigenvalues of .4 d t h positive. negative, and zero real parts. respectively. The unit circle problem is an analogous problem to the inertia problem. It is the problem of counting the number of eigenvalues of a matrix inside and outside the unit circle. T h s problem arises in stability analysis of discrete time control system The system (2) is as!-mptotically stable iff all the eigenvalues of .4 have moduli one.
In \<ew of the Schwarz's result mentioned above. it is natural to investigate if the Schwatz canonical form can also be emplo)-ed to solve the unit circle problem.
In [ I ] Anderson. JUT. and Mansur showed that given a polynomial f( s). a lower Hessenberg matrix A n-ith nonzero superdiagonal. similar to a companion matrix off( I). can be constructed with the property that , 4 T~~-~=~ where P and Q are diagonal matrices. and that the inertia of P supplies information on the numbers of zeros off( .x) inside and outside the unit circle.
In this paper it is shown how the Schwarz matrix S can be used rather directly to solve the unit circle problem. Given S. a matrix H i s constructed such that. whenever H is nonsingular. it is s)-mmetric and the 
